
Going Global: Four Entrepreneurs Map the New World Marketplace, William C. Taylor, Alan M.
Webber, Penguin Group USA, 1997, 0140248994, 9780140248999, 117 pages. Whirlwind
technology, instant communications, borderless corporations, fluid captal all are forces turning
conventional business on its head. Four entrepreneurs from different backgrounds, industries, and
nations explain how they are profiting from these changes in business practice. Their vision of the
future global marketplace is must reading for aspiring business leaders.. 
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Beyond entrepreneurship turning your business into an enduring great company, James Charles
Collins, William C. Lazier, Mar 1, 1992, Business & Economics, 246 pages. If you head a small to
mid-sized enterprise or one within a larger firm, here is a remarkable book that can help you build an
extraordinary organization capable of long-term ....

November , J. William English, 2009, Fiction, 362 pages. Jumping back into an old life is hard,
something Liam O'Callaghan speedily finds out. Author J. William English's November takes readers
to St. Dunstans, Scotland, a tiny ....

The Human Side Of Enterprise- Annotated Edition , Mcgregor, Apr 1, 2006, , . With every passing
year, McGregor's message becomes ever more relevant, more timely, and more important. --Peter
Drucker.First published in 1960, The Human Side of Enterprise ....

New directions in international business research priorities for the 1990's, Peter J. Buckley, 1992,
Business & Economics, 134 pages. .

The Internationalization of Business , J. M. Livingstone, 1989, Business & Economics, 280 pages. .

Going Global on a Dime , Lauri Elliott, Oct 1, 2011, Business & Economics, . Are you looking for
alternative streams of revenue for your business, low-hanging-fruit opportunities, and better profit
margins? According to McKinsey, a dozen or so emerging ....

Directory of multinationals, Volume 1 , John M. Stopford, 1989, Business & Economics, 1441 pages.
.

Going Global , Roger Cartwright, Jan 10, 2002, Business & Economics, 118 pages. Fast track route
to mastering globalization and successfully managing global expansion Covers the key areas of
global operations and globalization, from understanding cultural ....

A Model of the Joint Venture Process in International Business: British Joint Ventures in India and
Pakistan , James W. C. Tomlinson, Feb 1, 2003, Business & Economics, 246 pages. Trade between
developed countries has so accelerated in recent decades that it tends to obscure the less obvious
returns but considerable potential of business opportunities in ....



The End of the Nation State The Rise of Regional Economies, KenÐšÑ˜ichi Ð•ÐŠmae, 1995,
Business & Economics, 214 pages. Arguing that nation states are forfeiting their role in the global
economy, the author contends that other forces have usurped economic power--capital,
corporations, customers ....

The borderless world power and strategy in the global marketplace, Kenichi Ohmae, 1994,
Competition, International, 223 pages. .

Cultural Metaphors Readings, Research Translations, and Commentary, Martin J. Gannon, 2001,
Business & Economics, 262 pages. This outstanding volume examines the importance and
usefulness of metaphors as a way of understanding national cultures. The research translations
include not only limited ....
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